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An investigation of the nonlinear dispersive equations of continuum mechanics reveals localized
standing-wave solutions that are domain ~alls between regions of difterent wave number. These states
can appear even when the dispersion law is a single-valued function of the wave number. In addition, we
calculate solutions for kinks in cutoA' and noncutoA' modes, as well as cutoA' breather solitons.
PACS numbers: 43.25.+y, 03.40.Kf
Experiments on continuous media have demonstrated
the existence of propagating envelope solitons [1,2], Scott
Russell-type solitons [3], as well as standing solitons such
as breathers [4] and kinks in cutoff modes [5]. These lo-
calized modes are described by equations that, in leading
order, are closely allied to the nonlinear Schrodinger
(NLS) and Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equations [6].
The recent observation of domain walls [7] has motivated
us to investigate the general theory of modulated standing
waves in a continuous medium. We are especially in-
terested in the fact that the domain wall breaks parity as
well as translational invariance. We report below the
finding that the domain wall and noncutofl' kinks are de-
scribed by a new set of modulational equations (i.e., not
the NLS, KdV, Toda, or sine-Gordon equations). Our
calculations are limited to nontopological soliton, local-
ized states.
We consider the general class of nonlinear dispersive
continuum mechanical systems that can be cast in the
form
p'(x, t) =vr(x, t)cos8(x, t)e ' '+c.c. , (2)
where co is a constant (the frequency of the standing
wave being modulated), vt and 8 are complex, and c.c.
denotes the complex conjugate of the preceding expres-
sion.
To derive approximate modulational equations of
prr+op =Gp
A
where coo and G are linear isotropic differential operators
in V, i.e., are functions of V2; the subscript t denotes
differentiation with respect to time. The equations of
motion for acoustic and optical phonons, the flexing
modes of plates and shells, the continuum limit of the
pendulum lattice, as well as many other systems can, to a
reasonable approximation, be written in form (I). Our
investigations will be limited to one space dimension plus
time. Even with this restriction, the results may have ap-
plications to information storage and to fiber optic com-
munication [8], and hopefully may also point the way to
generalizations in higher dimensions.
We seek solutions to (I) in a form that allows for the
modulations of both amplitude and wave number k =8„:
gkk [ 2 k—s y, + 6 ks„ tlrl —8 gkkk k„Vt,
2itotit8, +g't (g't 11t) =0
(3)
(4)
where the subscript x stands for differentiation with
respect to x, coo(k) is the dispersion relationship govern-
ing infinitesimal waves of constant k, and g(k) =Choo/dk.
We shall assume that coo is a monotonically increasing
function of k, so that g~ 0. There is no significant loss
of generality here, for the issue we face is that of under-
standing how two modes of different wave number can be
in equilibrium, even when too is a single-valued function
of k. We suppose that G is a constant (G); progress can
also be made, at a cost of greater complexity, for more
general 6.
Equations (3) and (4) provide a description of how
smooth modulations of standing waves develop in space
and time. For a stationary state they imply
'd
where tir1 and g1 are real constants and






Consider now solutions in which k asymptotes to k+ for
x +~, and in which k k for x —. From
(6), we see that a(k+ ) =a(k — ) =0. For the kink
k+ =k —,but for the domain wall k+ &k- [so that
in this case a(k) =0 must have multiple solutions]. The
restriction a(k~ ) =0 is a unification of two physical
conditions that are (1) at finite amplitude, the resonant
frequency shifts to co, where co =coo(k) ——,' Glvrl; and
motions for 8 and Vr, we assume that tir=O(e), where
0& e«1, and assume that time derivatives are small
compared with space derivatives. By substituting (2) into
(I) and equating the coeIIIcients of sin8 and cos8 sepa-
rately to zero (this is permissible when k —I ), we obtain
2ttoV(=[to/(k) —co' ——', GIV I']y ——,' gky „„
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l k+
a(k)b' '(k)dk=0.
A simple interpretation of (9) can be obtained b the
o j into the motionti of a zero-energy particle of un'








(2) the am 1 a gust so thatp itude and wave number must d
ux of the adiabatic invariant (U/co)dco/dk
is the ener den '
N N, where U
gy sity, vanishes in the steady state (5).
In the case of the domain w
(6) ie
ain all, a direct integration of
y lds the key connection relation
reach k+ if V(k~, k —) =V(k-, k —), i.e. if
is corresponds to a domain wall with k =k
V(k+, k —) & V(k- k- the particle returns to k
This corresponds to a kink. In order for V to ave
&04 6 ~ y gk . The above interpretation a 1 fion pp 1es or
; a simi ar analysis can be carried out if b & 0 b
p ough zero, this simple picture breaks down.
The domain-wall rp ofile can be calculated analyticall
when the net change in k dan N are both small, i
y1ca y
when k'=k —ki =O(B)«1 and g =O(e ) so th t
coo =coi ll+ e (yik'+ yak' + y3k' + y3k' +
(ii)
p i) are constants. In this case, awhere ki and coi =co (k
omain-wall solution exists in the form
k =k i +6k' tanh [D4k'(x —xp) ],
where D =5-—yi y4'yq, provided that the dispersion
satisfies the constraint 2y2 y1 y3, or equivalently
(i 3)=0.
have a m
where is a reference value of k. Sh ldou this potential
aximum at some value of k (sa ky, —r~, then the
o integration can be chosen so that k (k
Since 8k~/ k-„/ -2k„„, it follows that k„„(k—) =a(k —'
=0, so that k k — as x —~ Wh
d2
. en the potential
—2
a +, say, then a particle k k
s ar ing rom rest at k in the potential (10) will 'ustjust
~






1 — Ak' tanh [Dhk'(x —x sinp ] ~ ki(x —xp)+ —Incosh[Dhk'(x —xp)] (i4)
F&gure 1 shows an example of a domain-wall 1ain-wa so ution
o e non 1near standing-
wave equations has been obtained by requirin th h''g atte
p 'on of a/b as a power series in k' be O(8 ). This
restriction is im osedp by the connection relation (9) and
can only be met when (13) is satisfied along with
y1 N1
+y N Dhk2 1




The strong restriction (13) is not applicable to the
kinks. In this case one need only require that a/b
8 . Setting now
Ny1 1 yl y3
1
—




FIG. 1. Sna pshot of a standing domain wall be
of l h2f
-'( — )'"yz r t.'co] y&.
we obtain the stationary solution




tanh[(Kk') '~~(x —xp) l,
where
yiy3 2yB
4yz(y y H)— (I g)
The spatial phase shift between x = —~ d =+an x ~ is
k/K) . When changes in k are O(1), it may be
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necessary to restore the term —8
side of (3).
e , i' on the right-hand
In the two solutions Just obtained, hk' an
M t tli t lia c aracterize the dis
a an p ase shift of the kink. Also the
of (i, )i id d tofb, hi
variations. Fs. igure 2 sho~s a kink
en w ch scales the spatial
theory.
i soliton given by this
The algebraic details of the solution
in wa are given elsewhere [9] w
dependent solution
, here time-
ions are also considered.
Turning now to possible h sii e p y cal realizations of non-
doti 1 h o f h
in s, we first consider the pendulum la
fh f =$+on ns or w ich the dis
kmk solutions when is 0
ow-amplitude
possess standing noncutoff
en g 1, and these s stems
k d bdb () d()
D ~0,0 I ~ MO, O && 1. Similarl
od, b tth diu e ispersion law for flexin"'"g
and again such a system ma h
ni e . Near this wave numberer, g is small,
In th
e y ave localized states.
e presence of dam in an
becomes
pi g d parametric drive, (1)
FIG. 2. Snapshot of a kink in a mode of wavele
lot f ' 1 b (2), (5) 0, yl
x 64. To make the kink r
parent, two sets of point
p ofiles more ap-
are indicated, and th
s separated b half-wy -wavelength intervals
e curves of constant
points are shown dashed.
p ase ]oining these
In the steady state (with 8 real), the ri ht-
(3) 1 t db li
The
t)p+2 ttoop'+2yp'c so2cot+P =Gp' .jt (19) sin 25 — Pro/y, (20)
3 to —to k
„( )
' )+( '+p' ')' 'L ( )+9Ggi'yi 2/4]
g(k)] '
When the dis' persion law possesses a finit
that only the am 1'p itude is modulated. In th
m e cutoff at ion wavg elengths, a solution of th f(I)
2t toiltr - ltd(0) oi' 3G—I I '—]LIiII Y C Yxx s
where we have set
c






roii co((0)+c k +
Equation (22) is a well-known NI.S- nown L equation. It possesses a nonpro a ati
0 N2[to'(0) — '] ro'(0)—









the modulational e uatiOur anal sis of
1 d to h
d 1 lh fl
s us t e conclusion that
tdh h h
a o ocalized states. T
gether with the d
ave t e a vanta e ofg being analytic to-
e isadvantage of not bein
1 o1 io o(3) d().an 4 . Indeed t
w ic prompted this research dealt with a
L
system for which (13) d
the parameter f
oes not a 1.pp y. We conclude that
space or these new loc
be richer than has
alized states must
tions to (3) and (4).
emerged from our leading-order solu-
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